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Volume Data 

 Grid structure common 
◦  frequently differing resolutions by dimension 
◦  sometimes curvilinear grids 
◦  rarely scattered or irregularly structured data 

  Sampled from function 
◦  volume sampling  
◦  partial volume effects 

 Classification an issue 



Volume Visualization 
  Isosurface 
◦  Pick important isolevel and render 

threshold surface 

  Direct volume rendering 
◦  Accumulate contributions of voxels 
◦  Realistic rendering  

  Use physics-based illumination, 
accumulation, shadowing to 
enhance perception of data 

◦  Transfer function design  

  Arbitrary mappings from scalar 
value to opacity 

Volume Rendering 
  Threshold surfaces 

 
  Direct volume rendering 



Contouring in 2D 

 Purpose: construct explicit boundary 
between regions 

 Example: topological maps 

2D Contouring: Algorithm 

  Select contour value 
  Calculate intersection points on cell edges 
◦  for edges straddling contour value 
  do linear interpolation to find intersection 
  r = (c - s0)/(s1-s0) 

  Connect intersections   
◦  edge tracking: track contours across cell boundaries 

until all crossings used 
◦  marching squares:  
  look up in case table based on combinations of vertex state 

  Merge duplicates (only for marching squares) 



Marching Squares Cases 

Contour Ambiguity 

  Single configuration can indicate two 
different underlying distributions 

 Two possible actions 



Contouring in 3D 

  Isosurface: surface of constant value 
 Examples:  
◦  extent of tumor 
◦  region of space exceeding safe toxin level 

 Historical approaches: 
◦  find contours in 2D, then connect 



Marching Cubes 

 Lorensen and Cline ‘87 
 Basic approach: 3D generalization of 

marching squares 

Marching 
Cube 
Cases 



Marching Cubes: Algorithm 
for each vertex 

classify as above or below contour level 
if all verts not equal 

assemble binary number as case id (v8v7v6v5v4v3v2v1) 
look up path topology in table 
compute exact intersections by interpolation 

r = (c-s0)/(s1-s0)       or  x = x0+((c-s0)/s1-s0))/(x1-x0) 
    y = y0+((c-s0)/s1-s0))/(y1-y0) 
    z = z0+((c-s0)/s1-s0))/(z1-z0) 

construct patch 
generate normals from underlying data 

 



MC Hole Problem 

  Ambiguous cases 
like marching 
squares 

  Unlike MS, 
decisions are not 
independent; 
incompatible 
decisions leave 
holes 



MC Hole Approaches 

  Tesselate cubes w/tetrahedron and compute 
marching tetrahedron 
◦  no ambiguities 
◦  LOTS of polygons 
◦  orientation of tetrahedron affects contour location 

  Assymptotic decider -- Nielson and Hamann ‘91 
◦  analyze bilinear variation over face to choose patches 

  Add complementary cases; use when necessary 

MC Complementary Cases 



Polygonal Simplification  
  Marching Cubes 
◦  can take advantage of 

polygon rendering 
hardware 
◦  creates LOTS of 

polygons (millions 
are not unusual) 
◦  need to reduce 

number of polygons  
  Motivation 
◦  remove redundant 

geometry 
◦  reduce model size 
◦  improve runtime 

performance 

◦  From Luebke01 

Algorithm Characteristics 
 Topology preservation? 
 Mechanism 
◦  sampling 
◦  adaptive subdivision 
◦  decimation 
◦  vertex-merging 

 Discrete versions? 
◦  static 
◦  dynamic  
◦  view-dependent  



Assessment Criteria 

 Geometric accuracy 
 Visual fidelity 
 Preprocess time 
 Drastic simplification 
 Completely automatic 
  Simple to code 

Categorization of Volume 
Rendering Algorithms 

  Forward projection (Object order):  
◦  Process from data to image plane 
◦ Advantage: don’t need entire data set in memory 

 Backward projection (Image order): 
◦  Process from image plane to data 
◦ Advantage: easier to parallelize 



Volume Ray Casting 
 Kajiya, Von Herzen 1984 
 Levoy 1988 
 Drebin 1988 

Raycast Volume Rendering Pipeline 

Traditional Volume Rendering Pipeline

voxel colors  c!(xi)

shading classification

shaded, segmented volume  [c !(xi), "(xi)]

image pixels  C !(ui)

Volume values  f 1(xi)

voxel opacities  "(xi)

resampling and compositing



General Components 

 Basic diagram 
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Algorithm 

  For each pixel 
◦  Intersect ray with volume 
◦  From t1 to t2 
  Step through each voxel 
  Calculate opacity and color of each voxel  
  Accumulate these 



Calculations 
 Color accumulation 

  Shading (Phong model) 
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Gradient Calculation 
 Central difference 

 Higher order separable functions 

  Regression 
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Issues: Sampling along Ray 

 How do we step through the voxels? 
◦ Use 3D digital difference analyzer 
◦ Resample at regularly spaced interval the voxel 

color and opacity 
◦ Adaptively resample the information based on 

frequencies in the data 

 How frequently do we sample? 



Issues : Accumulating opacity 

 How do we accumulate the opacity? 
◦ Kajiya’s atmospheric attenuation 
◦  Levoy: modify opacity by gradient -> de-

emphasize tissue interiors 
◦  Linearly 



Issues: Color Assignments 

 By depth 

 By value 

Splatting 
 Developed by Lee Westover in 1989 
◦  Extension of Whitted and Levoy’s point idea 

from 1985 
  Westover was also one of Turner Whitted’s students 
  Development slowed by mathematical complexity of 

analytically determining perspected projection of a 
voxel efficiently with correct sampling 

  Simple projection technique of voxel data 
onto the image plane 
◦ Throw  the voxels onto the image plane 



Splatting (Cont.) 

 Process from closest voxel to furthest 
voxel 

 Biggest problem: determination of 
voxel’s projected  
area called its  
footprint 

Splatting Algorithm: 

    



Splatting Algorithm: 

  From closest to furthest data slice 
◦  From closest to furthest voxel in slice 
  Calculate voxel’s footprint, color and opacity 
  For each pixel in voxel’s footprint 

  If pixel’s opacity is < 1.0 
 Attenuate voxel’s opacity and color by the Gaussian footprint 
 Accumulate opacity and color for this pixel 

Splatting Problems / Issues 

  Footprint size 
◦ Too small -> holes 
◦ Too large -> covers areas it shouldn’t 

  Sampling and aliasing 
  Footprints for non-regular data - projection 

difficult 



Summary 
  Volume Ray Casting: 
◦  Slow 
◦  Back Projection 
  Requires entire data set in memory 
◦  Can produce reflections, shadows, and complex 

illumination “relatively” easily 
◦  Easily parallelizable 

  Splatting 
◦ Medium speed 
◦  Forward Projection 
  Don’t need entire data set in memory 
◦  Footprint evaluation / determination main challenge 

Transfer Function Bake-Off 
 Held at IEEE Visualization 2000 
 Moderator/judge:  
◦  Bill Lorensen, GE Corporate Research 

 Participants: 
◦ Will Schroeder, Kitware: Trial and Error 
◦ Chandrajit Bajaj, U Texas: Data-centric, no model 
◦ Gordon Kindleman, U Utah: Data-centric, w/

model 
◦ Hanspeter Pfister, MERL: Image-centric 



Bake-Off: Data Sets 

Bake-Off: Trial and Error 



Bake-Off: Data-centric, no Model 

Bake-Off: Data-centric, w/
Model 



Bake-Off: Image-centric 

Kniss et al.: MultiD Tfuncs 

 Multi-dimensional transfer functions 
◦  First two dimensions: scalar value, gradient 

magnitude 



Kniss et al.: MultiD Tfuncs 

 Multi-dimensional transfer functions 
◦ Add directional derivative 

Kniss et al.: MultiD Tfuncs 

 Direct manipulation widgets 
◦ Dual domain interaction 
◦ Data probe 
◦ Clipping plane 
◦ Transfer function 
◦ Classification 
◦  Shading 
◦ Color picker 



Photo by Pavel Machotka, painting by Paul Cézanne, in Machotcha96, pgs 96-97. 

Photograph vs. Illustration 

Alice Tangerini, in Hodges89, pg 191 



Illustration vs. Volume Rendering 

    

Volume Illustration 

  Joint work with David Ebert, Purdue Univ. 
 Approach 
◦ Apply expressive-level NPR techniques to 

volume models to improve comprehensibility 

  Issues 
◦ What to show? 
◦ How to show it? 
◦ How to implement it? 



Features 

  Surface Rendering 
◦  Surfaces 
◦  Silhouettes, high curvature regions, CFD  

 Volume Rendering 
◦  Surfaceness 
◦  Indicators  
  Gradient, higher-order properties 
  Variability 
  Local structure  

Toolbox of Techniques 

  Feature enhancement 
◦  Boundary enhancement 
◦  Silhouette enhancement 
◦ Oriented fading 
◦ Tone shading 

 Depth enhancement 
◦ Aerial perspective 
◦ Halos 



Boundary Enhancement 

 Challenge:   
◦  show boundary areas more clearly, without 

eliminating other structure 
◦  flexible control over mapping 

 Levoy introduced gradient-based shading to 
increase opacity in high-gradient areas 

Boundary Enhancement 

 Generalize to enhance opacity by function of 
gradient 

 

 
where 

kgc = 1, kgs = 0 yields no gradient enhancement 
kgs >= 1 yields full gradient enhancement 
kgc = 0 yields only areas with large gradients  

og = ov kgc + kgs ! f( )
kge( )



Ordinary Gas                        Boundary 
Rendering                         Enhanced 

Silhouette Enhancement 

  Silhouette lines in surface NPR [Salisbury94, 
Interrante95, Gooch99] 

  Silhouette volumes are regions where  
◦  there is a feature 
◦  feature normal is orthogonal to view direction 

  Actions  
◦  increase opacity 
◦  add outline 



Silhouette Enhancement 

 Compute with 

 where 
ksc scales opacity of unenhanced features 
kss controls size of maximum enhancement 

kse controls rate of enhancement  

os = ov ksc + kss 1! abs " f #V( )( )
kse( )

Silhouette 
Enhancement 



 Illuminated Gas            Silhouette and
        Boundary Enhanced Image 

 Illuminated Gas    Boundary and  
     Silhouette Enhancement 



Tone Shading 

 Artistic technique:  
◦  change tone with orientation to 

light 
◦  mimics illumination by warm 

light source  

 Gooch et al. [S98] 
introduced synthetic 
illumination model  
◦  linear interpolation between 

warm and cool color for surface 
using N•L as parameter 

Tone Shading 

 Modified to add tone over entire range and 
diffuse illumination only until object self-
shadows 

 Computed as 

 with tone contribution 

It = 1.0+! f "L( ) / 2( )cw + 1# 1.0+! f "L( ) / 2( )cc

c = ktaIG +
i

NL

! It + ktd Io( )



Tone 
shading 
 

 Illuminated Gas    Tone Shaded 



Feature Halos 

 Null halos added to foreground 
objects 

 Reinforces depth relationships 



Feature Halos 

  Feature haloed by neighbors 
◦ most strongly for close neighbors of weak 

pixels 

 

 Halo potential of each voxel 
◦  highest for silhouette voxels with strong 

gradient to this voxel 
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Software Architecture Options 
  Standard renderer 
◦  Pre-process volume and render using conventional means 

  Ray-based renderer 
◦  Perform enhancements as rays trace through volume 

  Hardware-assisted renderer 
◦  Implement enhancements in vertex/fragment programs 

  Stroke-based renderer 
◦  Map volume to stroke primitives 

◦  Render using conventional means 

Ray-based Renderer 
 Mechanism 
◦  apply enhancements independently at each 

sample 
 Advantages 
◦  high quality illumination cues 
◦  flexibility to arbitrarily combine enhancements 

 Disadvantages 
◦  computational load precludes interactive rates 
◦  possibly little continuity of volume characteristics 



Illuminated gas         Multiple 
       enhancement 

  Illuminated 
Gas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tone shading, 
boundary 
enhancement 



Stroke-based Renderer 
  Mechanism 
◦  map volume in stroke primitives 

  Advantages 
◦  suited to pen-and-ink look 
◦  strokes can be rendered at interactive rates 

  Complications 
◦  stroke distribution and locations should be view dependent 
◦  occlusion cues problematic 



Stipple Renderer 
 Research done primarily by Christopher 

Morris (then UMBC), Aidong Lu (Purdue) 
 Approach 
◦  generate point primitives based on volume 

distribution 
◦  enhance based on gradient, orientation, etc 
◦  supplement with curve strokes 
◦  accelerate with fragment program 

 Results 
◦  interactive rates for modest volumes on PC 

Stippled Tomato 



Resolution Enhancment 

  Lu et al., TVCG 2003 

No enhancement   point intensities  resolution 
 

      Lu et al., TVCG 2003 



Stipples with Silhouette Curves 

  Lu et al., TVCG 2003 

Image References 
  John O.E. Clark. A Visual Guide to the Human Body, Barnes and 

Noble Books, 1999. 


